Most existing studies on energy sustainability have focused on qualitative research. Few studies have applied quantitative methods, and there has not been a systematic review of energy sustainability. To fill this gap, this study first developed a sustainable energy evaluation index system consisting of 20 indicators across the three dimensions of economy, energy, and environment based on the pressure-state-response (PSR) model. The weights of these indicators were then determined in conjunction with the weighting method. Finally, the matter-element extension method was improved to quantify energy sustainability. The proposed method was applied to evaluate China's energy sustainability status from 2000 to 2015. The results show that China's status continued to improve; however, it remained at a low level. To improve China's energy sustainability, more efforts are needed in the economic, energy, and environmental dimensions.
Introduction
Energy plays a pivotal role in economic development, and also supports the material foundation for a modern economy. Limited energy sources and fast-growing demand has made energy sustainability one of the largest challenges for sustainable development. This situation is even more serious in China. China's per capita energy resources are significantly lower than the world average. For example, the average per capita coal resources of China are only half of the world's average, and the per capita oil and natural gas resources occupy only one-fifteenth of the world's average [1] . Concurrently, China has shifted from a largely agrarian society to an industrial and urbanized society [2] . The development of advanced productive forces mainly depends on energy consumption. A commensurate increase in energy consumption results in increased pollutant emissions. The sharp contradiction between energy resources, economic development, and environmental pollution has increased China's difficulty in achieving energy sustainability. This makes it urgent to study China's evolution and status of energy sustainability to better implement an energy sustainability strategy.
Given this background, using the three dimensions of energy, economy, and environment, we utilized the pressure-state-response (PSR) model to construct a comprehensive index system to evaluate energy sustainability. We mainly used an improved matter-element extension method and combination weighting method to study and evaluate the time-varying state of China's energy sustainability. The goal was to describe the status quo of energy sustainability in China more comprehensively and systematically. The study also provides a reference for those studying energy issues in other developing countries.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents previous research on this topic. Section 3 presents the methodology and model specifications. Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 is the corresponding discussion. Finally, Section 6 offers conclusions.
Literature Review
For this literature review, studies on energy sustainability were reviewed first, given that this study assessed the sustainability status of China's energy use. This review classifies studies into qualitative and quantitative categories, based on how they examine the overall energy sustainability situation.
Qualitative Research on Energy Sustainability
Scholars have completed extensive research on energy . Researchers using qualitative approaches generally focus on the relationship between energy, policy, human, and resource factors with respect to energy sustainability.
(1) Technology: Sikdar [3] studied the sustainability of energy systems from a technical perspective, indicating that important issues need to be addressed when designing sustainable energy systems. Gupta et al. [4] noted that new technology use is critical for developing environmental sustainability; the study emphasized the importance of long-term sustainability of the global energy system for the sustainable development of the future world.
(2) Policy: Sarrica et al. [5] discussed different perspectives on sustainable energy development at different scales and illustrated the relevance and interaction between different scales of sustainable energy development topics. Lata-García et al. [7] used Ecuador's strategy as a case study to analyze relevant policies for achieving sustainable energy development. Szulecki et al. [8] analyzed the topics of energy governance and sustainable development within the European Union, recommending that energy and climate policies be streamlined to increase both energy sustainability and safety. Hess [9] examined energy and democratic social movements and studied the multiple joint viewpoints of the development of energy transformation; the study emphasized the impact of the Energy Transformation Alliance on sustainable energy development policies. Wolf [10] discussed the important role of sustainable education for sustainable energy development and reported that human resources can stimulate the promotion and application of sustainable energy technologies. Wang et al. [11, 12] conducted research on energy conservation policies that aim to reduce climate change without affecting economic growth. The authors suggest that clean energy use and sustainable development can be achieved.
(3) Sustainable systems: Child et al. [14] studied the development of energy sustainability protection systems; they indicated the need to introduce a boundary framework into future research on sustainable energy. Steg et al. [15] explored the factors that motivate society to participate in the transition toward sustainable energy, while also recommending options for promoting the transformation of the energy system. (4) Interaction of different energy sources: Francesca et al. [17] used the RTD theoretical framework to study the impact of networks on the sustainable development of business models in the energy sector. Jana et al. [18] evaluated the impact of the use of organic biomaterials in India on energy sustainability and introduced biomass-based energy solutions. Parkinson et al. [19] proposed a multi-criteria analytical framework to explore both interdependencies and conflicts between sustainable development goals for water and energy.
(5) Energy efficiency and sustainability: Salvia et al. [21] used Brazil as example to investigate the challenges and opportunities for improving energy sustainability; they emphasized the importance of renewable energy. Centobelli et al. [22] studied the energy efficiency and sustainability in a supply chain context, and proposed directions for future research. Zore et al. [23] studied the impact of the sustainable net present value (SNPV) and highlighted the importance of renewable energy resource use as an important factor for achieving sustainable energy development.
(6) Energy projects: Popova et al. [25] proposed a system based on the structural analysis of construction projects to assess energy sustainability in urban housing. Hasheminasab et al. [26] evaluated the impact of energy infrastructure projects on sustainable development by investigating oil refining projects as a case study.
Existing research on energy sustainability has mainly focused on qualitative research and focuses on: emphasizing the important role of energy sustainability, exploring risks and challenges faced by the future development of energy, and proposing corresponding policies that promote sustainable energy development.
Quantitative Research on Energy Sustainability

Quantitative Research Using Non-Matter-Element Extension Methods
There have been relatively few quantitative studies addressing energy sustainability. Guen et al. [27] developed an integrated computing platform to explore the simultaneous optimization of renewable energy integration, while building renovation to improve the sustainability of rural energy. Das et al. [28] reviewed the sustainable development of water, energy, and food. They explained the challenges of sustainable development, while facing future limitations in these three resources. Dincer et al. [29] explored the dimensions of energy sustainability from a system and application perspective, emphasizing the need for sufficient sustainability assessment tools to promote sustainable energy development. Ren et al. [30] studied the important role of energy storage technology in promoting renewable energy. They established a framework for analyzing the sustainability of energy storage technologies. Noseleit [31] highlighted the important role of renewable energy technology innovation and highlighted future directions in future energy sustainability transformation. Büyüközkan et al. [32] developed a method for assessing the performance of energy projects, while interpreting the projects from a sustainable perspective.
Quantitative Study Using the Matter-Element Extension Method
Many studies have focused on energy or energy sustainability using the matter-element extension method [12, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . These studies can be specifically divided into the following categories.
(1) Research on sustainability: Ren et al. [33] studied the sustainability of the hydrogen supply chain, using the matter-element extension method. Yan et al. [34] simultaneously applied the matter-element extension method and the entropy method to research the sustainability. An et al. [35] used the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (LFPPFAHP) and the matter-element extension theory to investigate the sustainability of urban sludge treatment technology. Li et al. [37] used the matter-element extension method to evaluate the risk of development of the Qingzang Power Grid interconnection project. Ren et al. [38] established a multi-participant and multi-standard framework to sustainably assess both energy and industrial systems. The authors also researched sustainable energy development using improved matter-element extension methods.
(2) Research on energy related issues: He et al. [39] used the matter-element extension method to assess the risks associated with urban power grid planning. Li et al. [40] studied the external economics of wind power projects using both an analytic hierarchy process and matter-element extension method. They also made recommendations for promoting the sustainable development of wind power. Ranran et al. [41] used the matter-element extension analytic hierarchy process to evaluate the low-carbon operation of new energy sources and provided proposals and directions for future development. Zhaorong et al. [42] used the entropy method and the matter-element extension method to evaluate China's energy security effectively monitoring the status quo of energy security. Xingjie discussed the application of the matter-element extension method in energy demand forecasting and verified the feasibility of the method, using Xi'an as a case study.
(3) Research on energy sustainability: Jiang et al. [45] evaluated the power quality of wind farms using an improved cloud element method. Fang et al. [46] applied the BSC method (Balanced score card) and matter-element model to study energy sustainability, evaluating the sustainability of existing wind energy projects.
The existing research has lacked a systematic review of the use of the matter-element extension method to substantially analyze energy. This research mainly focuses on: exploring energy security, determining energy project related risks, assessing energy efficiency, and predicting future energy demand.
The traditional matter-element extension method has some limitations and deficiencies and needs to be improved. When an indicator value exceeds the limited field, a correlation function value cannot be obtained; the principle of evaluation is the principle of maximum subordination, which can be subject to information loss in some cases. These disadvantages impact the accuracy of this method for sustainability studies.
Our literature review found current research in the field of energy involves many aspects, perspectives, and projects.
(1) There are many studies on the sustainable development of energy, but they mainly focus on the subjective qualitative research of policy, energy, and human factors. The qualitative research mainly focuses on the technical level and there is a lack of comprehensive systems research.
(2) There are few studies on overall sustainability, and even fewer studies on the overall sustainability of energy.
In addition, few studies have assessed the changing trends of energy sustainability.
(3) The matter-element extension method has good maturity and applicability; however, the method's limitations significantly impact the objectivity of evaluation results.
To fill the gaps in existing research, this study combined the pressure-state-response (PSR) model with an improved matter-element extension method to systemically quantify China's energy sustainability. Based on the PSR model, combined with the existing research, the study established a new indicator system to comprehensively evaluate sustainable energy development. By using the combination weighting method, both the coefficient of variation and the entropy method were combined to determine the overall weight of the indicator. This expands the application scope of the combined weighting method and reduces the adverse effects of subjectively obtained factors. By using the improved matter-element extension method, this new method mitigates the challenges associated with the traditional matter-element extension method and further improves the accuracy of evaluation results.
An assessment of China's energy sustainability status from 2000 to 2015 illustrates the changing trends over time. This study recommends future sustainable development of energy and the formulation of efficient energy sustainable development policies. Accurately describing the changing trends in China's energy sustainability status provides a reference to further improve the sustainability of China's energy. Further, due to China's current energy conditions and the typical nature of its development stage, the evaluation results can provide a useful reference for other regions with similar conditions.
Method and Data
Establishment of the Evaluation Index System
The PSR model was developed and is widely accepted by the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) and UNEP (United Nations Environment Program). It has become a common method for studying environmental impact issues. The PSR model consists of pressure, status, and response metrics. The relevant stress indicators illustrate the environmental impact of human and social activities and address the question "what happened?" National indicators reflect environmental conditions and the changes due to human factors and address the question of "why did it happen?" These response indicators represent the remedial measures that society implements to change the environment and address the question of "what should we do?" [47] . These three issues also reflect the basic connotation of sustainable development. Therefore, this model is suitable to study sustainability issues.
Xie et al. [48] used the PSR model to analyze the impact of port construction on the surrounding environment; they constructed an evaluation index for port ecological adaptability. Yang et al. [49] constructed a PSR assessment model for the sustainable development of urban rail transit and analyzed this sustainable development with respect to three aspects: social, environmental, and economic sustainability. Shen et al. [50] applied the PSR model to urban sustainable development and identified the differences between different indicator systems. Bal-Domańska et al. [51] applied the PSR model to analyze socio-economic issues and spatio-temporal changes for sustainable development; they used the case study of Poland as a detailed example. Based on the PSR model, Ma et al. [52] constructed a comprehensive evaluation index system for sustainable forest development and evaluated the developed level of China's forest ecosystem.
Based on existing research results, this study combined factors representing reality and a state of sustainability to determine the selection criteria for relevant indicators: (1) A scientific approach, i.e., the selected indicators, should reasonably reflect the sustainable characteristics of energy. (2) Extensiveness, which involves using existing relevant research results and specific statistical methods to filter indicators commonly used by scholars. (3) Comprehensiveness, i.e., the concept of sustainability, should be considered when selecting indicators. The selected indicators should fully reflect the sustainable development status and connotation of energy. (4) Reliability considers the impact of the actual situation on the indicators and data availability when selecting the appropriate indicators. Consequently, drawing on previous studies [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , this study applied the above criteria to determine the index system for an evaluation of China's energy sustainability with respect to three dimensions: economy, energy and environment. Compared with the original PSR model, the index system developed in this study increases the three-dimensional levels of the energy economy, energy resources, and the environment. Based on the connotation of energy sustainability, it more effectively shows an index system of energy sustainability evaluation. See Table 1 (In Table 1 , C i represents different indicators, i = 1, 2, . . . , 20).
Improved Matter-Element Extension Theory
The traditional matter-element extension method was proposed by Wen to solve incompatent complicated problems [59] . This method simultaneously studies and evaluates an object from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives [60] . By establishing a comprehensive index system, this study clusters the relevant joint domains, classical domains, and matter elements to be evaluated. These analyses can evaluate the comprehensive characteristics of elements [61] . Xu et al. [62] used the matter-element extension method to analyze the coordination relationship between regional power grids and renewable energy sources; they also conducted an empirical study in Ningxia. Gong et al. [63] used the matter-element extension method to assess the adaptability of land development in Guangzhou, China. The method supported the analysis of local land development potentials and restrictions. Jing et al. [64] used the matter-element extension method to evaluate groundwater quality and analyzed its transformation trend. However, the principle of maximum membership associated with the traditional matter-element extension method tends to lose information, leading to bias in decision results [65] . In addition, when the indicator value exceeds the range of the joint domain, the conventional method cannot obtain the correct correlation function value. Million yuan of GDP energy consumption (tons of standard coal/ten thousand yuan) C 10
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General industrial solid waste utilization (million tons) C 17 Total investment in environmental pollution control (billion yuan) C 18 Afforestation area (ha) C 19 Industrial pollution treatment completed investment (million yuan) C 20 The improved matter-element extension method overcomes the limitations of the traditional method and enables more reasonable judgments. The improved method uses similarity instead of correlation to overcome the disadvantages caused by the maximum degree of membership. In addition, the method normalizes the classic domain and to-be-evaluated matter elements, so the indicator value does not exceed the joint domain [66] . Zhang et al. [67] used the improved matter-element extension method to analyze the expansion scale of expansive soil, thus solving the problem of mutual exclusion between indicators. Deng et al. [68] used the improved matter-element extension method to evaluate river health and highlighted the method's effectiveness.
In addition, the sustainability of everything is a comprehensive concept involving the environment, economy, and society. This includes the interaction and balance between the three. The improved matter-element extension method is suitable for addressing comprehensive contradictions, and energy sustainability is a complex comprehensive issue. Therefore, it is scientific and reasonable to study energy sustainability using the improved matter-element extension method.
Evaluation Criteria and Level
The established index system was used to evaluate energy sustainability and to collect relevant data. In conjunction with the indicators included in the references, the relevant standards were adjusted appropriately. Based on the unique indicators selected for this study, levels were classified based on the underlying concept and characteristics associated with the indicators. At the same time, according to the standards of the degree of dependence of human social development on the indicator, regional economic development characteristics, and resource characteristics, this study divided the indicators in a reasonable way. Based on this, this study applied previously described methods to determine the classical domain [69] and adjusted the methods to address the actual situation, appropriately dividing the classical domain and levels.
Therefore, based on the existing literature and the real-world situation, this study divided energy sustainability into five levels: N 1 indicates high efficiency (level I), N 2 indicates general efficiency (level II), N 3 indicates critical efficiency (Level III), N 4 indicates relatively low efficiency (level IV), N 5 indicates low efficiency (level V), and N p indicates the joint domain. Of these, level I indicates that energy sustainability is at its best, and its production and use will not negatively affect human society or the natural environment. This level realizes sustainable energy use. Level II indicates a general sustainability of energy sources. Energy use can meet the basic requirements of sustainable development, but energy sustainability needs further improvement. Level III indicates that energy sustainability is at a critical level; energy sustainability is very fragile and it can meet the needs of social development but this sustainability is easily disrupted. Level IV indicates that the energy sustainability is poor. Although it meets production and general living needs, it cannot meet sustainable development requirements. Level V indicates that the sustainability of energy sources is extremely poor. This level does not guarantee production and living needs and fails to meet sustainable development requirements. The specific levels of division are shown in Table 3 .
Improved Matter-Element Extension Model
(1) The process of calculating the classical domain, the joint domain, and the matter element to be evaluated. The process used to solve the problem is included in the Appendix A of this paper.
(2) Normalization process:
To prevent the measured values in the matter element from being evaluated by exceeding the joint domain range, we standardized the classical domain matter element and the object to be evaluated. In the formula, R 0 represents the normalized matter element to be evaluated; R j represents the classic domain matter element that has been normalized; and b ip represents the right end value of the indicator, corresponding to the node domain element (i.e., the maximum value of the indicator).
(3) Calculate the close degree:
be evaluated. The process used to solve the problem is included in the Appendix A of this paper.
To prevent the measured values in the matter element from being evaluated by exceeding the joint domain range, we standardized the classical domain matter element and the object to be evaluated. In the formula, R represents the normalized matter element to be evaluated; R represents the classic domain matter element that has been normalized; and b represents the right end value of the indicator, corresponding to the node domain element (i.e., the maximum value of the indicator).
In Equations (3) and (4), n represents the number of indicators, W (X) represents the comprehensive weight of the indicator, D (v ) represents the distance between the matter element to be evaluated and the classical domain, and N (R ) represents the calculated close degree.
(4) Grade judgment:
After calculating the close degree of each level, Equation (5) was used if the close degree of a specific level reached the maximum value. The matter element to be evaluated belonged to that level and could be determined.
(5) Calculate the eigenvalue of the comprehensive grade variable:
In Equations (6) and (7), j * represents the grading variable characteristic value of the matter element R to be evaluated and obtained through calculation. According to Equations (6) and (7), we judged the tendency of the matter element to be evaluated from its own level to its adjacent level on both sides.
In Equations (3) and (4), n represents the number of indicators, W i (X) represents the comprehensive weight of the indicator, D j (v i ) represents the distance between the matter element to be evaluated and the classical domain, and N j (R 0 ) represents the calculated close degree.
In Equations (6) and (7), j * represents the grading variable characteristic value of the matter element R 0 to be evaluated and obtained through calculation. According to Equations (6) and (7), we judged the tendency of the matter element to be evaluated from its own level to its adjacent level on both sides.
Determination of Weight
Determining weights is a very important part of making scientific and reasonable judgments using the improved matter-element extension method. Weights reflect the influence of different indicators on elements and determines the importance of different indicators in the system; weights also affect the process of improving the matter-element extension method and determine the correctness and accuracy of the results. Therefore, this study used both the entropy method and the coefficient of variation method to determine the weights. Then, a combination weighting method was used to combine and determine the comprehensive weights. This expanded the scope of application of the combined weighting method, and improved the weight accuracy.
Entropy Method to Determine Weights
The entropy method is an objective weighting method that uses entropy to measure indicator weights. Entropy is a concept from physics and is generally used to denote disorder. The entropy method introduces the concept of entropy into systems research. Based on the degree of variation in each index, each index's entropy weight is calculated using information entropy. Then, the index weight is revised by using the entropy weight, thereby objectively obtaining the index weight. A larger entropy value of the index indicates a higher degree of disorder; consequently, the smaller the effect, the less weight the index has [70] . Zou et al. [71] proposed a new method for evaluating entropy weight and applied this method to assess water quality. Islam et al. [72] used the entropy method to determine the weight of the parameters and to assess groundwater quality in a specific area of Bangladesh. Liu et al. [73] used the entropy method to determine the index weight and the DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) model to evaluate the construction level and investment efficiency of public infrastructure.
The specific weight calculation process is as follows:
(1) Dimensionless processing data 1 Forward processing of the reverse index:
In Equation (8), V ki represents the raw data of the k th reverse index at year i and X ki represents the data after forward processing.
2 Dimensionless treatment of all indicators:
In Equation (9), Y ki represents the non-dimensionalized data of the k th index at year i; and X ki represents the data of the raw index (forward index) before processing, or the data of the index (reverse index) that has undergone forward processing, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and k = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(2) Calculation of entropy:
In Equations (10) 
In Equation (13) , W i indicates the weight of the index, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Coefficient of Variation Method to Determine Weights
The coefficient of variation method is an objective and dynamic weighting method that uses the degree of variation in the indicator data. The greater the change in indicators, the greater the importance of the indicators in the evaluation system. Therefore, the indicator is assigned a higher weight. The coefficient of variation method is an objective weighting method; the empowerment process does not need to artificially determine the relevant influencing factors. Mathematical reasoning can be used to derive the corresponding index weights, reducing the influence of subjective factors [74, 75] .
Li et al. [76] applied the coefficient of the variation method to calculate the indicator weights and established a bidding evaluation model for power engineering projects. Li et al. [77] used the coefficient of the variation method to establish a reliability analysis model for smart substation systems and instance applications. Zhao et al. [78] used the coefficient of variation method to determine the weights of corresponding indicators and used this to assess the groundwater quality.
(1) Non-dimensionalized raw data Forward index:
Reverse index:
In Equations (14) and (15), X ij represents the dimensionless data of the j th index in year i; and X ij represents raw data, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(2) Calculate the mean value and standard deviation:
In Equations (16) and (17), c j represents the mean value of the j th indicator; and s j represents the standard deviation of the j th indicator, where j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(3) Calculation of coefficient of variation:
In Equation (18), v j represents the coefficient of variation of the indicator, where j = 1, 2, . . . , m. (4) Calculate weights:
In Equation (19) , w j indicates the weight of the index, where j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Combination Weighting Method to Determine the Comprehensive Weight
Generally, the combined weighting method combines the weights obtained by subjective and objective weighting methods to obtain the comprehensive weights [11, 79, 80] . However, there is no unified system for evaluating energy sustainability. Scholars often begin with their own subjective perspective and apply different indicators. However, obtaining weights using subjective judgment lacks rationality. Because of this, this study expanded the scope of the application of the combination weighting method and used this method to combine objective weighting methods to obtain comprehensive weights. An entropy weight method is vulnerable to the influence of quantity when there are many indicators. The coefficient of variation method directly uses internal data connections, mitigating challenges with the entropy weight method. This reduces the impact of human factors as much as possible, generating a more scientific and reasonable evaluation result.
In Equation (20), w 0 represents the comprehensive weights obtained using the combination weighing method, w 1 i represents the weight determined using the first method, and w 2 i represents the weight determined using the second method, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Results
Using China as a case study, this study applied the improved matter-element extension model to evaluate China's energy sustainability. This allowed for the identification of existing problems, and provides recommendations for future development.
Indicator System and Determination of Weights
Past research and the analysis above was used to establish an evaluation index system, as shown in Table 1 . Using this established index system, the corresponding data [81] from 2000-2015 for China were collected and used. The results of the specific gravity calculation are shown in Table 2 . According to Table 2 , the main factors impacting sustainable energy development in China were the total investment in environmental pollution control, gross domestic product (GDP), GDP per capita, and completed investments in industrial pollution treatment.
Level of Division
According to the classical domain determination method published above, when considering the actual situation in China, energy sustainability can be divided into five levels. See Table 3 for details. 
Establishment of Classical Domains, Joint Domains, and the Matter Element to Be Evaluated
Based on the improved matter-element extension method described above, we established the corresponding classical domain, joint domain matter elements, and matter elements to be evaluated. At the same time, to analyze the changes in energy sustainability over a specific period of time, this study established the matter elements for an annual evaluation from 2000 to 2015. Details are as follows:
(1) Create the classic domain matter element: Table 3 shows the range of different levels of indicators forming the classic domain: 
(1) Create the classic domain matter element: Table 3 shows the range of different levels of indicators forming the classic domain:
, .
The same can be obtained for R , R , R , R and R .
The same can be obtained for R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 and R 5 .
(2) Create the joint domain matter element:
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Create the matter element to be evaluated:
Of these, R represents the object to be evaluated in the year 2000 (using the value after standardization); the same can be obtained for different years: R , R , R ,……, R .
Calculate the Close Degree, Judge the Grade, and Obtain the Eigenvalue of the Comprehensive Grade Variable
Based on the above, the closeness of the matter element to be evaluated, R2000-R2015 was sequentially calculated. Equation (5) was used to determine the energy sustainability level of the matter element. Equations (6)- (7) were used to determine the eigenvalue of the comprehensive grade variable. The specific calculation results are shown in Table 4 . (2) Create the joint domain matter element:
Based on the above, the closeness of the matter element to be evaluated, R2000-R2015 was sequentially calculated. Equation (5) was used to determine the energy sustainability level of the matter element. Equations (6)- (7) were used to determine the eigenvalue of the comprehensive grade variable. The specific calculation results are shown in Table 4 . Based on the above, the closeness of the matter element to be evaluated, R 2000 -R 2015 was sequentially calculated. Equation (5) was used to determine the energy sustainability level of the matter element. Equations (6) and (7) were used to determine the eigenvalue of the comprehensive grade variable. The specific calculation results are shown in Table 4 . According to Table 4 : China's energy sustainability efficiency was at level IV between 2000 and 2005. As a result, its energy sustainability was less efficient. According to the principle of maximum posting progress, from 2000 to 2005, the largest level was level III. This shows that the sustainability of China's energy rose for those five years.
China's energy sustainability efficiency was at level III from 2006 to 2011, and its sustainability efficiency was at critical efficiency. However, from 2006 to 2008, the sustainability of China's energy declined. The status improved over the next three years.
In 2015, China's energy sustainability was at level II, but it tended to enter level I. China's energy development has entered a new stage.
The Table 4 shows the composite eigenvalues of the different matter-level variables evaluated. These are the corresponding composite eigenvalues for different years. The time series changes are reflected in the form of a line graph (Figure 1 ). According to Table 4 : China's energy sustainability efficiency was at level IV between 2000 and 2005. As a result, its energy sustainability was less efficient. According to the principle of maximum posting progress, from 2000 to 2005, the largest level was level III. This shows that the sustainability of China's energy rose for those five years.
The Table 4 shows the composite eigenvalues of the different matter-level variables evaluated. These are the corresponding composite eigenvalues for different years. The time series changes are reflected in the form of a line graph (Figure 1) . Figure 1 shows that during this time period, the comprehensive characteristic values experienced a steady downward trend, i.e., the energy sustainability efficiency steadily increased. Figure 1 shows that during this time period, the comprehensive characteristic values experienced a steady downward trend, i.e., the energy sustainability efficiency steadily increased.
Analysis and Discussion
(1) According to Table 2 , total investment in environmental pollution control, gross domestic product (GDP), GDP per capita, industrial pollution treatment completed investment, and total energy consumption have significantly impacted China's energy sustainability. The total investment in environmental pollution control shows that China's attitude towards environmental protection impacts energy development planning. The GDP is an indicator for China's level of economic development and serves as the basis for the developing energy economy. The total energy consumption shows China's demand for energy in development. The results of this study's calculations provide insights that can guide relevant departments in adjusting and planning the energy plan. The study also provides a new perspective for the sustainable development of energy in China. Energy development cannot be separated from peoples' needs; however, the sustainable development of energy should be based on the principle of environmental protection while also meet the growing energy needs of the people by promoting economic levels.
(2) The calculation in Table 2 shows that combining both objective weighting methods, by using the combination weighting method, expands the scope of application for the combination weighting method. Further, the method of entropy weight and coefficient of variation complement each other. Reducing the influence of subjective human factors can improve the accuracy of the evaluation results. This yields a more reasonable index weight covering the three dimensions of the environment, energy, and economy. It also shows that the development of energy involves the mutual promotion and interaction of energy, economy, and environment. Rationally coordinating these three relationships can better realize the sustainable development of energy.
(3) Figure 1 shows that during this time period, the eigenvalues of China's energy comprehensive grades experienced an initial decrease, followed by rising and falling trends. The year 2002 was the lowest point of the comprehensive eigenvalue during the study period. This may be related to changes in energy intensity. Huang et al. [82] conducted a panel data assessment, finding that China's energy intensity first declined and then increased from 2001 to 2003; the intensity was highest in 2005. This is consistent with the results of this study. Sun et al. used the exponential decomposition method to determine that China's energy intensity experienced an upward trend from 2000 to 2005, indicating that the efficiency of energy use decreased during this time [83] . This may have led to a decline in energy sustainability. However, it may also be the result of the energy policy adopted by the government at this stage. The changes in the curve indicate that energy sustainability initially attracted widespread attention, with people emphasizing effective energy use. However, later implementation of energy policies has been unsatisfactory, resulting in a decline in the efficiency of energy sustainability. This may be due to the lack of oversight during the later period, a lack of effective evaluation tools, or poor implementation of local government policies.
(4) Figure 1 shows that the efficiency status of energy sustainability underwent significant changes from 2000-2015. Specifically, from 2000-2015, the state of energy sustainability experienced fluctuations, with unsatisfactory efficiency levels. During this period, China focused more on economic development, paying inadequate attention to the sustainable use of energy and environmental protection. Energy use was extensive and the heavy use of coal placed tremendous pressure on the environment. Energy was used solely for economic development purposes and did not account for the environmental costs incurred.
From 2006-2011, the efficiency of energy sustainability began to increase, starting with relatively low efficiency and shifting toward critical efficiency. In this period, China began to recognize the importance of sustainable development, changed its approach to energy use, and enhanced public awareness of the importance of environmental protection and sustainable development. However, during this time, the efficiency of energy sustainability remained unstable and faced a risk of decline. This indicated that energy sustainability needed further improvements. From 2012-2015, the efficiency of energy sustainability reached a good general level of efficiency.
Generally, China's concept of sustainable development is deeply rooted in people's consciousness and is gaining public recognition. China's developmental approach has begun to change with the goal of protecting and improving efficiency, with a goal of achieving good and rapid development. The transformation of energy use modes has reduced coal use and has promoted clean energy. Energy structure adjustments have begun, and it has been proposed that in 2030, the proportion of non-fossil energy to renewable energy in China will account for 20%. China has attached great importance to the ecological environment and has implemented relevant laws and regulations to ensure that sustainable development is further improved. However, there remains a gap between the current sustainable energy efficiency and the optimal situation. As such, energy use should be further improved. In the future, energy utilization needs to focus on sustainable development and there needs to be continued improvements in the efficiency of sustainable energy use.
Conclusions
The sustainable development of energy is connected to the survival of human society. China is currently the largest developing country in the world. Its development is in a steady growth stage, and its development model has begun to transform. This study combined the PSR model and an improved matter element extension method to quantify the China's energy sustainability from 2000 to 2015.
(1) This study developed a comprehensive sustainable energy evaluation index based in the three dimensions of energy, economy, and environment and using the PSR model. This evaluation system absorbed the findings of existing research, and fully integrates the connotation of energy sustainability, thereby reflecting energy sustainability characteristics.
(2) An improved matter-element extension method was applied and introduced to China's energy sustainability efficiency evaluation process. The method mitigates the limitations of the traditional matter-element method. China's energy sustainability can be evaluated by establishing the classical domain, the joint domain, and the object to be evaluated. The calculation results are consistent with the real-world situation, reflecting sustainable development and changes in China's energy utilization.
(3) The study calculated and analyzed the efficiency of China's energy sustainability from 2000 to 2015. China's energy sustainability status improved from 2000 to 2015 but remained at a low level. This was because the use of high-carbon fossil energy still accounted for the majority of China's energy consumption. Therefore, the transformation in the economic growth mode was far from meeting sustainable development requirements.
(4) The study calculated the general situation and influencing factors of China's energy sustainable development. However, research challenges remain. For example, the construction of the indicator system was not comprehensive enough. In addition, the study was able to determine the degree of influence for a single factor, but could not establish the comprehensive influence of energy, economy, or the environment on the system. Therefore, future research will focus on building a more comprehensive and reasonable index system. This will allow for the further analysis of the impact of energy, economy, and environment on energy sustainability.
The incompatibility of different sectors with regard to sustainable energy use and their protection has hindered further improvements in the sustainable efficiency of energy. The economic costs of developing clean energy and protecting the environment are unacceptably high. This makes it important to further mitigate the disadvantages of relevant policies. More effort is needed to achieve harmony between sustainable energy use and stable economic growth.
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